
Solar LED Spotlight - Solar-powered motion-activated LED security light

RRP: $54.95

The Randy & Travis solar spotlight combines both form and function with

its sleek LED design and security-enhancing properties. The spotlight is

designed to emulate a CCTV camera with its circular LED lens and

blinking red light that imitates live-feed technology.  Such a design means

that, even when the spotlight isn't in operation, the easy-to-mount

structure serves as a deterrent against criminal activity on-and-around

your property. That way, you can guarantee the personal safety of you

and your home. 

Capitalising on the Aussie weather, the spotlight is completely solar

powered – owing to the state-of-the-art solar panels attached to the

motion sensor. This means you can save wiring installations or continual

battery purchases. Simply mount the spotlight to your garage door, house

surface, or other convenient location where it can soak up the sun's rays

and offer prime motion-sensing capabilities. What's more, the solar panels

are attached by a swivel joint so that you can manipulate them into a

position that allows them to capture most sun rays. The Handy Brite

Spotlight responds instantly and automatically to detected motion before

switching off when the motion stops to preserve its energy. The spotlight

houses eight ultra-bright LED lights that can brighten a considerable

distance, allowing you to view anyone who approaches your property with

ease. 

Are you looking to improve the security of your home, garage, driveway or

garden? Randy & Travis Machinery Solar LED Spotlight is designed to

increase your residential security while saving on expensive installation

costs and energy bills associated with modern CCTV structures. 

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Solar-powered technology 
Easy installation and surface mounting 
Wide coverage 
Instant motion-sensing technology 
Colour: Black 
Package includes: 1x LED Solar-powered spotlight with 8 LED
lights
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